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BEFORE THE MEMBER ::::::::::: MACT ::::::::::: DHUBRI

MAC Case No.64/2015

Parties:-

Afzaluddin Sk @ Afzalur @ Afjal Ali
S/O: Late Akbar Ali
VILL: Shyam Charenerkuti
P.S: Gauripur
Dist: Dhubri, Assam

..Claimant

Vs.

1.Sri Biswajit Roy

(Owner of the Bus No.AS-17/0681)

2.Md. Kobbat Ali Sk
(Driver of the Bus No.AS-17/0681)

3.The New India Assurance Company Limited
(Insurer of the Bus No.AS-17/0681)

4.Prakritish Kr Saha
(Owner of the Alto Car No.AS-01-AF/5469)

5.Hakimuddin Sk
(Driver of the Alto Car No.AS-01-AF/5469)

6.The New India Assurance Company Limited 
(Insurer of the Alto Car No.AS-01-AF/5469) ..Opp.

Parties 

Present: - Sri Anup Narayan Ghosh, Member, MACT, Dhubri 

Appearance:-

Sri P. Patwarr & Sri Sunil Agarwala, Advocates for the claimant

Sri Amritlal Bairagi, Advocate for OP No.1 & 2
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Sri Sujit Kr. Saha, Advocate for OP No.3 & 6

None appeared for OP No.4 & 5

Date of argument:  11.11.2019

Date of judgment:  06.12.2019

Judgment 

This claim petition has been filed by the claimant U/s. 166

of M.V. Act read with relevant provision of Assam MAC Tribunal rules,

1960 seeking compensation for the injury sustained by the claimant in

a  motor  vehicular  accident  which  took  place  on  22.6.2013  near

Bangalipara under Bilasipara P.S. in the district of Dhubri, Assam.
Claimant’s case in brief was that on 22.6.2013 while he

was proceeding as occupant of Alto Car No.AS-01-AF/5469 and when

the said vehicle reached near village Bangalipara under Bilasipara P.S.

in the district of  Dhubri,  Assam at about 9:10 P.M. one bus bearing

registration No.AS-17/0681 which was driven by its  driver  in  a very

high speed and reckless manner dashed the Alto Car in which he was

travelling.   As  a  result  of  the  said  accident  he  sustained  multiple

grievous injuries and became senseless at the place of occurrence.
 Claimant  side further  stated in their  claim petition that

after the accident local people fathered there and police personal from

Bilasipara P.S. rushed to the place of occurrence and with the help of

local  people  and eye  witnesses  of  the  accident  took  the  injured  to

Bilasipara Hospital for necessary treatment but considering the gravity

of the injury sustained by the injured, injured was referred to Dhubri

Civil  Hospital  for  necessary  treatment  and injured  was  admitted  as

indoor patient at  Dhubri Civil Hospital on 23.6.2013 and discharged

from hospital on 25.6.2013 and referred the injured to GMCH for better

treatment.  Thereafter claimant also took various treatment at GMCH,

Guwahati and Regional Dental College, Guwahati and remained under

continuous treatment for about one year.
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Claimant side further stated in their claim petition that as

a result  of  the said accident he sustained multiple grievous injuries

which are as follows: 
1. Severe head injury
2. Fracture left mandible.  C.T. Scan report reveal features

of irregular soft tissue density collection with few hyper

dense hemorrhagic contents filling the right EAC lumen

abutting the right tympanic membrane as described.

M.D.C.T. scan report reveals oblique in the left hemi-

mandible in paramidline location.  The fracture line is

seen  extending  through  the  alveolar  margin  in

between the bony sockets of the left sided medical and

lateral incisor teeth.  There is fracture in the postero-

laceral wall of the right maxillary sinus.  
3. Severe facial  disfiguration with loss of  teeth causing

inability  of  eating  and  chewing  properly  and  all  the

above injuries has resulted in permanent disability.  

Claimant  side further  stated in their  claim petition that

due to head injury he is having constant headache, mental tension,

anxiety  disturbed  sleep  etc.   Due  to  the  fracture  of  left  mandible

claimant cannot eat and chew properly.  Again due to the fracture of

right  maxillary  sinus there is  difficulty  in  breathing also and all  the

above injuries has resulted in permanent disability.  

Claimant  side further  stated in their  claim petition that

accident took place due to rash and negligent driving by the driver of

the offending Bus No.AS-17/0681 and it was duly investigated by the

police and accordingly Bilasipara P.S. Case No.571/13 was registered

against the driver of the offending bus.  There was no fault on the part

of the driver of the Alto Car in driving his vehicle and it was only the

driver of the Bus for whose fault the accident took place.

Claimant side further  stated in their  claim petition that

prior to the accident claimant was working as a labour of coal field in

Meghalaya thereby used to earn Rs. 15,000/- per month but after the
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accident and due to the injuries sustained by the claimant he had lost

his working as well as earning capacity forever.  

Claimant side further stated in their claim petition that he

had incurred expenditure amounting to Rs.  90,000/-  for  his  medical

treatment  but  some  of  the  medical  vouchers,  prescriptions,

investigation reports etc could not be preserved due to mental tension,

anxiety, etc however he had submitted medical vouchers amounting to

Rs. 36,649/- in the court.

Claimant side prayed before the Hon’ble Court to award

compensation amounting to Rs. 10,00,000/- for the injuries sustained

by him in the aforesaid motor vehicular accident along with interest

from the date of institution of this case till realisation. 

On  receipt  of  this  claim  petition  an  MAC  Case  was

registered and summon was issued to opposite parties.  On receipt of

summon  OP  No.1  &  2  owner  and  driver  of  the  bus  had  appeared

through  their  counsel  and  filed  written  statement.   The  main

contentions of the written statement submitted by OP No.1 & 2 are as

follows:
That present claim petition is not maintainable under the

motor vehicles act or the rules as amended upto date, that there is no

cause of action for the claim as the injured contributed cent percent for

the said accident,  that the claim petition is bad for non-joinder and

mis-joinder of necessary parties in the petition, that the claim petition

is also hit by principle of waiver, acquiescence and estoppels, that save

and  except  what  has  been  specifically  admitted  in  the  written

statement rest of the averments are denied by the answering OP and

claimant is required to prove the same with documentary evidence, so

that  as  the  para-1  to  7  of  the  claim  petition  are  concerned  the

answering OP have no knowledge about truthfulness of the statement,

as such burden to prove is shifted to the claimant, that contents of

para-8  & 9  of  the claim petition  are  admitted but  the  OP opposite

parties  have  no  fault,  the  vehicle  was  not  driven  in  a  rash  and

negligent manner, that so far as para-10, 11, 12 & 13 are concerned
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answering  OP  have  no  knowledge  and  as  such  truthfulness  of  the

averments are denied, that contents of para-14, 15 & 16 of the claim

petition are admitted by the OP, that contents of para-17, 18, 19 & 20

of  the  claim  petition  answering  OP  have  no  knowledge  about

truthfulness of the aforesaid statement as such burden of proof lies on

the claimant to prove the same with documentary evidence, so far as

para-21 of the claim petition is concerned the amount claimed by the

claimant is highly exaggerated and same has no material basis, that

compensation, if any is awarded by the answering OP it is to be paid by

the insurer of the vehicle i.e. New India Assurance Company Limited as

insurance policy is valid at the time of accident.  Answering OP prayed

before the Hon’ble Court to dismiss the claim petition with costs.
OP No.3 insurer of the offending bus No.AS-17/0681 had

appeared through his counsel and filed written statement.  The main

contentions  of  the  written  statement  submitted  by  OP  No.3  are  as

follows:
That this claim petition is not maintainable in its present

form  and  manner,  that  there  is  no  cause  of  action  against  the

answering OP, hence claim petition is liable to be dismissed, that claim

petition is barred by principle of estoppels, waiver and acquiescence,

hence it is liable to be dismissed, that answering OP does not admit the

alleged accident and also denies that alleged accident was caused due

to  rash  and  negligent  driving  of  the  vehicle  allegedly  insured  with

answering  OP,  that  all  the  material  allegation  made  in  the  claim

petition are false and petition is not maintainable either on facts or in

law and also under the given circumstances, that it is being submitted

driver of the vehicle allegedly insured with the answering OP was not

holding valid and effective driving license at the time of accident and

further was not qualified for obtaining such driving license, that the

accident, if any, has been caused due to negligence contributed by the

injured.
That the answering OP seeks protection U/s. 147, 149 of

the M.V. act, that answering OP also like to state that driver of both the

vehicles allegedly insured with the OP insurance company did not have

any valid and effective driving licence at the relevant time of accident
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and answering OP have no liability,  that the answering OP does not

admit  the  contents  of  para-3,  4,  5  &  6  of  the  claim  petition  are

concerned answering OP hereby submits that claimant or the relevant

official may be issued necessary directives to cause production of the

policy  report  and  other  relevant  papers  for  the  claim  to  be

substantiated, that the medical certificate in original, certified copy of

injury  report,  permanent  disability  certificate  issued by  the  medical

board and other papers relating to the alleged injury may be directed

to  the  petitioner  /  claimant  to  be  produced  to  substantiate  the

statement made in para-11, 12 & 13 of the claim petition are required

to be substantiated.  
 That in regard to para-16 of the claim petition answering

OP  at  this  stage  unable  to  admit  whether  interest  of  the  vehicle

allegedly involved in the accident was insured with the answering OP

at the relevant time of accident unless further and better particulars

regarding policy is directed to be produced by the claimant or by the

owner of the vehicle hence the claimant or the OP / owner may be

directed to cause production of the policy copy along with production

of the policy, validity, address of the issuing office of the policy to have

the  claim  to  be  substantiated  otherwise  answering  OP  /  insurance

company shall  not be responsible towards the said claim, that route

permit /  road permit,  valid and effective driving licence, registration

certificate  of  the  vehicle,  fitness  certificate  of  the  vehicle  may  be

directed to be produced by the owner otherwise it shall be presumed

that  there  is  statutory  violation  of  the  policy  condition  and  hence

answering OP is not responsible to pay any compensation and claim, if

any, is also subject to compliance of section 64 VB of the insurance

act, that the answering OP submits that claim petition of the claimant

is liable to be dismissed as there is no prima-facie case that accident

took  place  due  to  rash  and  negligent  driving  by  the  driver  of  the

vehicle is duly denied, that accident, if any might have been caused

due to negligence contributed by the injured of his own act and fault

and  or  by  the  driver  of  both  the  vehicles  because  injured  was  the

passenger of  the said  Alto  Car  and another  vehicle  i.e.  bus due to
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overloading the passenger of the bus more than permissible occupants

of the said Alto Car the accident took place for which OP insurance

company is not at all liable towards any claim, if any, hence petition

claiming compensation either no fault or fault liability is liable to be

dismissed.
 That the answering OP hereby disputes the contents laid

down in para-25 of the claim petition hence claimant is put his strict

proof thereof, answering OP craves to file additional amended written

statement, if necessary.  Under the aforesaid circumstances answering

OP prayed before the Hon’ble Court to dismiss the claim petition with

costs  in  favour  of  the  answering  OP  and  for  this  act  of  kindness

answering OP is duty bound shall ever pray.
After  going  through  the  pleadings  of  both  sides  my

learned predecessor had framed following issues.
1 Whether  the  accident  took  place  due  to  rash  and

negligent  driving of  the vehicle  No.AS-17/0681 (Bus)

and claimant sustained injuries due to said accident?
2 Whether the offending vehicle was insured with M/s.

New India Assurance Co. Ltd at the time of accident?
3 What shall be the just and proper compensation and

by whom payable? 
4 Whether the claimant is  entitled to get the relief  as

prayed for?

DECISION AND REASONS THEREOF

ISSUE NO. 1 to 4: As all these issues are inter-related so

they are taken up together for discussion and decision.

In  the  aforesaid  case  claimant  side  had  examined  two

witnesses  and they  are  duly  cross  examined by the  counsel  of  the

insurance  company.   OP  insurance  company  did  not  adduce  any

evidence.

Heard arguments on behalf of both sides.  

Evidence led by claimant side are briefly discussed.
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CW-1 Afzaluddin Sk in his evidence on affidavit had stated

that he had filed this MAC Case for the injuries sustained by him in a

motor  vehicular  accident  which  took  place  on  22.6.2013  near

Bangalipara under Bilasipara P.S. in the district of Dhubri, Assam.
He  further  stated  in  his  evidence  on  affidavit  that  on

22.6.2013 while he was proceeding as occupant of Alto Car No.AS-01-

AF/5469 and when the said vehicle reached near village Bangalipara

under Bilasipara P.S. in the district of Dhubri, Assam at about 9:10 P.M.

at  that  time one bus bearing registration No.AS-17/0681 which was

driven by its driver in a very high speed and reckless manner dashed

the Alto Car in which he was travelling.  As a result of the said accident

he sustained multiple grievous injuries and became senseless at the

place of occurrence.  
 He further stated in his evidence on affidavit that after the

aforesaid accident local people fathered there and police personal from

Bilasipara P.S. rushed to the place of occurrence and with the help of

local  people  and eye  witnesses  of  the  accident  took  the  injured  to

Bilasipara Hospital for necessary treatment but considering the gravity

of the injury sustained by the injured, injured was referred to Dhubri

Civil  Hospital  for  necessary  treatment  and injured  was  admitted  as

indoor patient at  Dhubri Civil Hospital on 23.6.2013 and discharged

from hospital on 25.6.2013 and Dhubri Civil Hospital Authority referred

the injured to GMCH for better treatment.   Accordingly injured took

treatment at GMCH, Guwahati and Regional Dental College, Guwahati

and remained under continuous treatment for about one year.
He further stated in his evidence on affidavit  that as a

result of the said accident he sustained multiple grievous injuries which

are as follows: 
1. Severe head injury
2. Fracture left mandible.  C.T. Scan report reveal features

of irregular soft tissue density collection with few hyper

dense hemorrhagic contents filling the right EAC lumen

abutting the right tympanic membrane as described.

M.D.C.T. scan report reveals oblique in the left hemi-

mandible in paramidline location.  The fracture line is

seen  extending  through  the  alveolar  margin  in
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between the bony sockets of the left sided medical and

lateral incisor teeth.  There is fracture in the postero-

laceral wall of the right maxillary sinus.  
3. Severe facial  disfiguration with loss of  teeth causing

inability  of  eating  and  chewing  properly  and  all  the

above injuries has resulted in permanent disability.  

He further stated in his evidence on affidavit that due to

head injury he is having constant headache, mental tension, anxiety

disturbed sleep etc.   Due to the fracture of  left  mandible,  claimant

cannot  eat  and  chew  properly.   Again  due  to  the  fracture  of  right

maxillary sinus there is difficulty in breathing also and all the above

injuries has resulted in permanent disability.  

He further stated in his evidence on affidavit that accident

took  place  due  to  rash  and  negligent  driving  by  the  driver  of  the

offending Bus No.AS-17/0681 and it was duly investigated by the police

and accordingly Bilasipara P.S. Case No.571/13 was registered against

the driver of the offending bus.  There was no fault on the part of the

driver of the Alto Car in driving his vehicle and it was only the driver of

the Bus for whose fault the accident took place.

He further stated in his evidence on affidavit that prior to

the accident he was working as a labour of coal  field at Meghalaya

thereby used to earn Rs. 15,000/- per month but after the accident and

due to the injuries sustained by him he had lost his working as well as

earning capacity forever.  

He further stated in his evidence on affidavit that he had

incurred  expenditure  amounting  to  Rs.  90,000/-  for  his  medical

treatment  but  some  of  the  medical  vouchers,  prescriptions,

investigation reports etc could not be preserved due to mental tension,

anxiety, etc however he had submitted medical vouchers amounting to

Rs. 36,649/- in the court.
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He  prayed  before  the  Hon’ble  Court  to  award

compensation amounting to Rs. 10,00,000/- along with interest from

the date of institution of this case till realisation.

To  prove  this  case  claimant  side  had  exhibited  several

documents.  Ext-1 Discharge / Referral Slip of Dhubri Civil Hospital, ext-

2 Requisition Form for Investigation of Dhubri Civil Hospital, ext-3 & 4

X-Ray  Report,  ext-5  to  7  C.T.  Scan  Reports,  ext-8  to  10  Medical

Examination  Reports,  ext-11  OPD  Copy  of  Regional  Dental  College,

Guwahati,  ext-11  to  22  Medical  Prescriptions,  ext-23  to  45  Medical

Expense  Vouchers  amounting  to  Rs.  36,649/-,  ext-46  Accident

Information Report in Form No.54 Report.

Leaned counsel on behalf of insurance company had cross

examined the said witness and in his cross examination he had stated

that  Sultan  Ali  is  not  related  to  him  and  he  is  resident  of

Shyancharanerkuti.  Place of accident is 15 kilometres away from his

residence.  The accident took place in the year 2013 but he cannot

able  to  say  exact  date  of  accident.   He further  stated  in  his  cross

examination that he is a voter and as per voter identity card his age is

32 years but he had not submitted any age proof  document in the

court.  He denied in his cross examination that his actual age is more

than 45 years.  

 Alto Car which he was travelling as occupant contains of

three passengers including him.  He cannot able to say the registration

number of the alleged car.  He further stated in his cross examination

that he cannot able to say name of the owner of the alleged Alto Car.

He further stated in his evidence on affidavit that he had not submitted

any  proof  of  identity.   The  accident  took  place  due  to  fault  of  the

offending bus.  He denied in his cross examination that accident took

place due to fault of the driver of the Alto Car.

He further stated in his cross examination that after the

accident he initially treated at Bilasipara SHC where from doctor of SHC

referred him to Dhubri Civil Hospital for further treatment.  He further
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stated in his cross examination that he was in the Dhubri Civil Hospital

as indoor patient for two days later he was referred to GMCH, Guwahati

for further treatment.

He further  stated in  his  cross examination  that  he had

sustained head injuries and also injuries in his mandible bone and also

in his eye.  His education qualification is upto 8 standard.  He cannot

able to read contents of his evidence on affidavit.  He cannot able to

say contents of exhibited documents.  All the exhibited documents are

under objection.  It is not a fact that he did not sustain any injury due

to aforesaid accident.  He also denied in his cross examination that all

the exhibited documents are false and manufactured and created for

the purpose of this case.

He further admitted in his cross examination that he had

not submitted any document in respect of para-5 & 3 and also para-6

and he had not submitted vehicular documents of the offending bus.

He further stated in his cross examination that he cannot able to say

whether driver of the offending bus had valid driving licence and route

permit etc at the time of accident.  He cannot able to say who had

lodged the FIR.  He further admitted in his cross examination that he

had not submitted FIR, Charge Sheet, Seizure List, Injury Report, etc in

the court.  He further admitted in his cross examination that he had not

submitted any document that he had worked as coal field labour at

Meghalaya.  He denied in his cross examination that he did not work in

a coal filed in Meghalaya.  He denied in his cross examination that his

monthly income was not Rs. 15,000/-.

He further stated admitted in his cross examination that

he  had  not  submitted  any  documents  regarding  loss  of  earning

capacity  forever.   He  had  submitted  medical  bills  and  vouchers

amounting to Rs. 30,000/-.  He denied in his cross examination that

ext-29, 44 medical documents is fabricated and false and created for

the purpose of this case.  In the said retail in voice quantity was 2 of

trozomed  injection,  4.5  rate  inserted  Rs.  790/-  and  ext-30  same
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medicine quantity is 5 and this rate inserted in 1075.  All  the retail

invoice from ext-29 to 44 does not content any date and all the retail

invoice  are  consecutive  serial  number.   He  denied  in  his  cross

examination that he is not entitled to get any compensation from OP

insurance company.  

CW-2 Sultan Ali  in  his  evidence on affidavit  had stated

that he know the claimant of the instant case who met with a motor

vehicular accident on 22.6.2013 near Bangalipara under Bilasipara P.S.

in the district of Dhubri, Assam.  He further stated in his evidence on

affidavit that on 22.6.2013 at about 9:10 P.M. while he was walking by

the side of the road near village Bangalipara under Bilasipara P.S. in

the  district  of  Dhubri,  Assam at  that  time he  noticed  that  one  Bus

bearing  registration  No.AS-17/0681  which  was  being  driven  by  its

driver in a very high speed and reckless manner dashed one Alto Car

bearing registration No.AS-01-AF/5469 in which claimant was travelling

as occupant.

He further stated in his evidence on affidavit  that as a

result  of  the aforesaid  accident  claimant  sustained grievous  injuries

and became senseless at the place of occurrence.  The Alto Car was

also completely damaged in the said accident.  

He further stated in his evidence on affidavit that as soon

as  the accident  took  place  he along  with  other  local  person  raised

alarm and caught the offending vehicle.  

He further stated in his evidence on affidavit that police

personal  from Bilasipara P.S.  rushed to the place of  occurrence and

with  the  help  of  other  local  people  took  the  injured  to  Bilasipara

Hospital for necessary treatment but considering the gravity of injuries

sustained by the injured, injured was referred to Dhubri Civil Hospital

where he was admitted in the Dhubri Civil Hospital as an indoor patient

for  three  days  and  thereafter  claimant  took  further  treatment  at

Guwahati and he accompanied the injured to Bilasipara Hospital.
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He further stated in his evidence on affidavit that due to

the said accident victim sustained severe head injury, fracture of left

mandible, fracture line maxillary sinus, several facial disfiguration with

loss of teeth besides other multiple injuries also resulted in permanent

disability.  

He further stated in his evidence on affidavit that accident

took  place  due  to  rash  and  negligent  driving  by  the  driver  of  the

offending  bus  bearing  registration  No.AS-17/0691  and  it  was  duly

investigated by police vide Bilasipara P.S. Case No.571/13 against the

driver of the offending bus.  There was no fault on the part of the driver

of  the Alto  Car  in  driving  his  vehicle.   That  in  connection with  the

aforesaid accident police of Bilasipara P.S. recorded his statement as

eye witness of the occurrence in the connected GR Case.

Learned  counsel  on  behalf  of  insurance  company  had

cross examined the said witness and in his cross examination he had

stated that claimant is not related to him.  He cannot able to say exact

date of accident.  Accident took place at about 9:00 P.M.  He further

stated in his cross examination that distance between his work place

and  residence  is  five  kilometres  and  distance  between  place  of

occurrence and his residence is 15 meters.  He further stated in his

cross examination that  he had reached the place of  occurrence ten

minutes  after  the  accident.   Two  vehicles  are  involved  in  the  said

accident.   One  is  Super  Bus  and  another  is  Alto  Car  and  place  of

occurrence  he  found  Salmad  and  Maselam  and  the  said  bus  was

coming from northern side towards southern side and Alto Car  was

coming from opposite direction.   The Bus dashed the Alto  Car.   He

denied in his cross examination that claimant did not sustain any injury

due to the aforesaid accident.

Perused  the  evidence  adduced  by  the  claimant  side

minutely.  Perused also exhibited documents minutely.

In  the  said  case  claimant  side  had  exhibited  several

documents.  Ext-1 is the discharge slip of Dhubri Civil Hospital.  As per
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discharge slip of Dhubri Civil Hospital claimant was admitted at Dhubri

Civil Hospital on 23.6.2013 and discharged from hospital on 25.6.2013

and referred to GMCH.  

As  per  ext-3  X-Ray  Report  it  is  revealed  that  there  is

fracture  of  anterior  third  of  left  mandible  with  the  fracture  line

extending  from  the  alveolar  margin  at  the  level  31/32  interspace

downwards and slightly laterally to the interior cortical margin.  The

mandibular  condyles  are  normal.   Temporo  mandibular  joint  do  not

show  any  abnormality.   Film  forwarded  for  clinical  correlation  and

evaluation.  

As  per  ext-4  which  is  X-Ray  done  by  one  Laboratory

referred by Regional Dental College, Guwahati. As per Report tracheal

air column is in midline.  Lungs show mild accentuation of markings in

the right paracardiac region.  Both the hila are normal.  Cardiac size is

normal.   Both  the  hemidiaphragms  &  CP  angles  are  normally

visualized.  Bony thorax appears intact.

Ext-5 is C.T. Scan Report issued by GMCH, Guwahati.  As

per C.T. Scan Report serial  HRCT axial  sections of the mastoid were

studied with 1 mm slice thickness at 1 mm interval.  The study reveals.

Irregular soft tissue density collectin with few hyperdense component

which is noted filling the right EAC lumen abutting the right tympanic

membrane which appears retracted.  Both the bony EAC are intact.

Tympanic membrane normally  visualized bilaterally.   Middle ear  EPI,

meso & hypo tympanum are normal bilaterally.  Mastoid antrum normal

bilaterally.   No erosions of the scutums noted.  Ossicular chains are

intact  bilaterally.   Bony wall  of  the  middle  ear  cavity  including  the

tegmen tympani  are  intact  bilaterally.   Inner  ear  cochlea,  vestibule,

semicircular  canals,  aqueduct  of  cochlea  and  vestibules  and  round

window niche appears normal bilaterally.  Mastoid air cells are normal

bilaterally.  Internal auditory canals, jugular bulb, groove for sigmoid

sinus  semi  canals  for  the tensor  tympani  and Eustachian tubes  are

normal  bilaterally.   Incidental  note  is  made  of  fracture  right  lateral
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pterygoid plates and posterolateral walls of right maxillary sinus having

blood  density  collection  within.   History  of  head injury.   Impression

HRCT  features  of  irregular  soft  tissue  density  collection  with  few

hyperdense haemorrhagic contents filling the right EAC lumen abutting

the right tympanic membrane as described.  

Ext-6 is another C.T. Scan Report.  As per the aforesaid

report  study  reveals  oblique  fracture  in  the  left  hemi-mandible  in

paramidline location.  The fracture line is seen extending through the

alveolar margin in between the bony sockets of left sided medial and

lateral incisor teeth.  There is fracture in the postero-lateral wall of the

right maxillary sinus. 

Ext-11  is  the  prescription  issued  by  Regional  Dental

College, Guwahati, ext-23 is money receipt issued by GMCH amounting

to Rs.  50/-  only,  ext-24 is  another  money receipt  amounting to  Rs.

900/- as C.T. Scan charge, ext-25 is money receipt in connection with X-

Ray Report  amounting to  Rs.  25/-,  ext-26 is  another  money receipt

issued  by  GMCH amounting  to  Rs.  100/-,  ext-27  is  another  money

receipt amounting to Rs. 50/- issued by GMCH, ext-28 is pathological

report receipt amounting to Rs. 3,700/- regarding charge of digital X-

Ray  and  others,  ext-33  is  the  cash  memo  regarding  purchase  of

medicines from one medical store amounting to Rs. 1,025/-, ext-29 is

another cash memo regarding purchase of medicines amounting to Rs.

1,446/-, ext-38 is another cash memo regarding purchase of medicines

from one medical  store  in  Dhubri  amounting to Rs.  268/-,  ext-31 is

another cash memo regarding purchase of medicines amounting to Rs.

1,688/-, ext-32 is another cash memo regarding purchase of medicines

amounting to Rs. 4,600/-, ext-34 is also another cash memo regarding

purchase of medicines amounting to Rs. 2,626/-, ext-35 is another cash

memo  regarding  purchase  of  medicines  from  one  medical  store

amounting to Rs. 795/-, ext-36 is also another cash memo regarding

purchase of medicines from one medical store in Dhubri amounting to

Rs.  1,062/-,  ext-37 is  another  cash memo amounting to Rs.  1,938/-

regarding  purchase  of  medicines,  ext-38  is  another  cash  memo
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amounting to Rs. 1,430/- regarding purchase of medicines, ext-39 is

another cash memo regarding purchase of medicines amounting to Rs.

1,407/-,  ext-41  is  another  money  receipt  regarding  purchase  of

medicines  amounting  to  Rs.  2,595/-,  ext-42  is  another  cash  memo

amounting  to  Rs.  1,529/-,  ext-43  is  another  cash  memo  regarding

purchase of medicines amounting to Rs. 2,587/-, ext-44 is another cash

memo regarding purchase of medicines amounting to Rs. 2,134/-, ext-

45 is  another  cash memo amounting to Rs.  1,425/-,  ext-46 is  Form

No.54 Report.

As  per  Form  No.54  Report  accident  took  place  on

22.6.2013 at Bangalipara under Bilasipara P.S. at about 9:10 P.M. and

offending vehicle is bus bearing registration No.AS-17/0681.  As per

Form No.54 Report the vehicle in question was insured with New India

Assurance  Company  Limited  and  insurance  policy  is  valid  upto

11.3.2014 as accident took place on 22.6.2013 so insurance policy is

valid covering the date of the accident.  Another vehicle involved in the

said accident is Maruti Alto Car and said vehicle is also insured with

New India Assurance Company Limited and said vehicle is insured and

insurance  policy  is  valid  upto  25.12.2013  covering  the  date  of  the

accident.  As per Form No.54 Report driving licence of driver of both

the vehicles are valid covering the date of the accident.

In the instant case OP insurance company did not adduce

any evidence.  All the witnesses had categorically stated that accident

took place due to rash and negligent driving of the driver of the bus

bearing registration No.AS-17/0681 and Alto Car bearing registration

No.AS-01-AF/5469 is not responsible for the said accident.  Claimant in

his  evidence  on  affidavit  had  specifically  stated  that  offending  bus

bearing registration No.AS-17/0681 dashed the Alto Car as a result the

said  accident  took  place.   None  of  the  witnesses  had  stated  that

accident took place due to collision of both the vehicles.  PW-1 in his

evidence  on  affidavit  had  specifically  stated  that  the  accident  took

place due to rash and negligent driving of the driver of the bus bearing

registration No.AS-17/0681.  Said witnesses specifically stated in his
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evidence on affidavit that there is no fault on the part of the driver of

the Alto Car causing the said accident and said accident took place due

to rash and negligent driving of the driver of the bus and due to whose

fault the said accident took place.

CW-2 another  independent  witness  is  also  corroborated

the  evidence  of  CW-1  on  material  particulars.   As  per  CW-2  the

accident took place due to rash and negligent driving by the driver of

the offending bus bearing registration No.AS-17/0681 and there was no

fault on the part of the driver of the Alto Car in driving his vehicle.

So, in view of the evidence adduced by the claimant side I

am of opinion that insurer of the bus is liable to pay compensation to

the  claimant.   As  per  Form  No.54  Report  and  other  exhibited

documents vehicle in question was insured with New India Assurance

Company Limited at the time of accident and insurance policy is valid

covering  the  date  of  the  accident  and  other  vehicular  documents

including driving licence of the driver of the offending vehicle is valid

covering the date of the accident.  So, insurer of the bus i.e. New India

Assurance  Company  Limited  is  liable  to  pay  compensation  to  the

claimant. 

As per CW-1 claimant was first admitted at Dhubri Civil

Hospital  as indoor patient and he was remained there as an indoor

patient on 23.6.2013 and discharged from hospital on 25.6.2013 and

later referred to GMCH, Guwahati for better treatment.  As per medical

report vide ext-3 there is fracture in anterior third of left mandible with

fracture  line  extending  from the alveolar  margin  at  the  level  31/32

interspace  downdards  and  slightly  laterally  to  the  inferior  cortical

margin.

As per ext-6 the fracture line is seen extending through

the alveolar margin in between the bony sockets of left sided medial

and lateral incisor teeth.  There is fracture in the postero-lateral wall of

the right maxillary sinus.
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Although  claimant  in  his  claim  petition  had  mentioned

that  due  to  aforesaid  injuries  claimant  had  sustained  permanent

disability but in support of the claim of permanent disability claimant

side could not prove by any evidence that he was examined by district

medical board and medical board opined percentage of disability of the

claimant sustained in the said accident.  Except statement given in the

claim  petition  and  statement  made  in  the  evidence  on  affidavit

claimant side could not produce any certificate issued by the medical

board opined that claimant had sustained permanent disability due to

said accident.  No medical board has examined the patient to ascertain

percentage  of  disability.   As  claimant  side  could  not  prove  by  any

documentary evidence that he had suffered permanent disability due

to said accident but going through the evidence on record and perusal

of  the exhibit  I  am of  opinion that  claimant had sustained grievous

injuries due to said accident so claimant is entitled to get following

compensation under different heads.

As per claim petition and also evidence on record claimant

was  first  admitted  in  Dhubri  Civil  Hospital  as  indoor  patient  on

23.6.2013 and discharged from hospital on 25.6.2013 so claimant was

in  hospital  as  indoor  patient  for  three days  and later  claimant  was

referred to GMCH for better treatment.

As  per  medical  reports  and  also  exhibited  documents

claimant side had sustained grievous injuries due to the said accident

and as per medical report claimant side had sustained grievous injuries

due  to  said  accident.   So,  claimant  is  entitled  to  get  the  following

compensation under different heads as permissible under M.V. Act.

Pain and sufferings: As claimant was in hospital as indoor

patient  for  three  days  in  Dhubri  Civil  Hospital  and  later  treated  at

GMCH, Guwahati and he suffered head injury and also fracture injury so

claimant is entitled to get compensation amounting to Rs. 1,00,000/-

under the head of pain and sufferings.
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Regarding  the  expenditure  incurred  by  the  claimant

during the period of treatment in hospital first at Dhubri Civil Hospital

and  later  at  GMCH,  Guwahati  claimant  side  had  exhibited  several

prescriptions  and  cash  memos.   As  per  evidence  of  the  claimant,

claimant side had sustained grievous injuries in the said accident and

he suffered head injury and also injuries in his teeth.  As per evidence

of  the  claimant,  claimant  side  had  submitted  bills  and  vouchers

amounting  to  Rs.  36,649/-  regarding  purchase  of  medicines  from

various medical stores during the period of his treatment first at Dhubri

Civil Hospital later at GMCH.  On scrutiny of the aforesaid calculation I

am  of  opinion  that  claimant  is  entitled  to  get  the  following

compensation.

Regarding  loss  of  income  during  the  period  of  his

treatment first at Dhubri Civil Hospital and later at GMCH, Guwahati for

two months amounting to Rs. 10,000/-.  Regarding transportation costs

going Guwahati from Dhubri to carry the patient claimant is entitled to

get Rs. 10,000/- as transportation costs.

Regarding loss of income claimant side could not prove

any documentary evidence that  what  is  the monthly  income of  the

claimant at the time of accident.  Although claimant had mentioned in

his claim petition that monthly income of the claimant at the time of

accident was Rs. 15,000/- but in support of the monthly income of the

claimant, claimant side could not produce any authentic income proof

document  issued  by  competent  authority.   So,  I  treat  the  monthly

income  of  the  claimant  notionally  at  Rs.  5,000/-  per  month.   So,

claimant  is  entitled to get compensation for  loss  of  income for  two

months amounting to Rs. 10,000/- (Rs. 5,000/- X 2).

Thus, in total, the claimant is entitled to get Rs. 1,00,000/-

+  Rs.  36,649/-  +  Rs.  10,000/-  +  Rs.  10,000/-  =  Rs.  1,56,649/-  as

compensation.
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ORDER 

In  the  result,  claim  petition  is  allowed  awarding  Rs.

1,56,649/-  (Rupees  One  Lakh  Fifty  Six  Thousand  Six  Hundred  Forty

Nine)  only  to  the  claimant  payable  by  OP  No.3,  M/s.  New  India

Assurance Company Limited through an account payee cheque.  An

interest  at  the  rate  of  8%  per  annum  is  allowed  on  the  total

compensation from the date of filing of claim petition i.e. 23.02.2015

till realisation.

  Given under my hand and seal of this court this 06th day of December,

2019

Member, MACT, Dhubri.       Member,  MACT,

Dhubri.
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APPENDIX 

MAC Case No.64/2015

Claimant’s witness : CW-1 Afzaluddin Sk 

  CW-2 Sultan Ali 

 Exhibits 

Ext-1 Discharge Slip of Dhubri Civil Hospital

Ext-2 Requisition Form for Investigation

Ext-3 & 4 X-Ray Reports

Ext-5 to 7 C.T. Scan Reports

Ext-8 to 10 Medical Examination Reports

Ext-11 OPD  Copy  of  Regional  Dental

College

Ext-11 to 22 Medical Prescriptions

Ext-23 to 45 Medical Expense Vouchers 

Ext-46 Accident  Information  Report  in

Form No.54

   Member: MACT: Dhubri. 


